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The Classic That Changed Our Perception of the AfterlifeIn 1975, Dannion Brinkley was struck and

killed by lightning. When he awoke twenty-eight minutes later in a morgue, everything was different.

He had visited the afterlife, met thirteen angels, and been given 117 revelations about the future. In

the years since, one hundred of the revelations have already come true. In Saved by the Light, now

available in trade paperback for the first time, Brinkley shares his incredible story, revealing the truth

about the afterlife and providing guidance from beyond about how we should live today.
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Dannion Brinkley's book, Saved By The Light" is a truly, incredible, life-transforming book. I would

say that after reading this book, which by the way, I could not put down until I finished it, Dannion

was indeed "saved by the light". What I found so fascinating was the turn-around - the total turn

around of his life. I had heard about life reviews before, but the impact for me, was that not only do

we get to review our life, but also get to review how the other person felt whom we were hurting,

whether it be conscious or unconscious. How our actions have a "ripple effect" in the world. I can



only imagine what pain that must be. I was also especially moved by the messages that the book

imparts, messages of God's love and kindness and forgiveness. These messages are old, yet they

have spanned time and remain true today in the new millennium and I feel, are needed more than

ever. Dannion's will to survive, and his peacefulness on accepting death helped me see that we are

indeed much more than our human bodies. I commend him on his hospice work and sharing with us

that death is a time for love and forgiveness. He shows us that death is a healing time for all families

and that death is actually the beginning of our next life, our next adventure. Nothing to fear, but to

embrace instead. The quote that most inspired me from the book from the Being of Light is, "What

you are is the difference that God makes. And that difference is love." This is a book that needs to

be passed on and on and on! I cannot recommend it enough. For those who have recently lost a

love one, this book will provide immeasurable comfort for you.

Dannion Brinkley brings astounding truth as to the actual death experience, and what it is like to

come back to life. I know, as a dear family member went through the same experience back in the

1964.What is most important about this book is that before Dannion's experience, he was one

mean, angry guy who brought a lot of pain to a lot of people. When he describes his experiences in

this book, he shares how he FELT the pain as he re-lived it during his life review. I read this book

when it first came out, nearly a decade ago, and his words STILL stay with me.No matter HOW

much pain you have caused to others, no matter how many hurtful acts you have committed,

ANYONE CAN turn it all around, once they turn themselves around.I would highly recommend this

book to anyone whose life has been at the bottom of the barrel, where they KNOW they have

brought many people pain, and justified it all along.This book is a testament to one Divine and

wonderful being, Dannion Brinkley, and HOW he was able to turn his life around once he was

brought to the light in respect to the life he lived prior to his death experience.This book is an

outstanding contribution to humanity. 10 Stars!Barbara Rose, Ph.D. author of Stop Being the String

Along: A Relationship Guide to Being THE ONE and If God Was Like ManEditor, inspire! magazine

One day in 1995 I died, and had a NDE. Ever since then, I've been reading everything I can on the

subject. According to most stories I've read, I had an unusual one, not going down a tunnel, but

experiencing many interesting phenomena all the same. It seems to me that there are some NDE

books and magazine articles that are just hype, and published just to give recognition. I have found,

through my many years and multitudes of books on the subject, that there is an underlining truth

and spirit that pervades the true experiences. So, I have compiled a list of my best reads for NDE



books - ones that I consider genuine and adding validating light to the personal NDE experience. I

have left out compilations, these are personal narratives. I hope you enjoy them too.Embraced by

the Light ------by Betty J. EadiePsychic Gifts ---------by Tiffany SnowSaved by the Light --------by

Dannion Brinkley4 Days in Eternity ---------by Wayne F.A. MarentetteAfter the Light -------------by

Kimberly Clark Sharp

This is one of the most intelligently written NDE (near death experience) books I've ever read. (And

I've read a few...) Dannion's story was an amazing one and he told it very well.It is a compelling

book - I found myself devouring the book cover to cover and then perusing it a second time.One of

the most interesting things I picked up on in this book is his experience of returning to this life.He

had been sent down to the morgue, with a sheet draped over his body, when he came back to

life.And he talked about the moment of decision - whether to go back or to remain in the next life -

and once that decision was made, his body stirred and he was alive again.This (to me) was a

wonderful proof that there is no power in the body. It is not the body that makes decisions about life.

Dannion's body was dead but once he decided to return to (this) life, the body was restored.The

human scene shifted to correspond with the spiritual reality and the spiritual decisions.Read the

book and draw your own inspirations, revelations and education. It was a great read and a book with

much depth.
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